Introducing Bitcoin¹…. change the way you live, shop & explore!

Bitcoin¹ is a new and exciting project that has been developed to be:
•
•
•

SUPER-FAST
AFFORDABLE
EASILY ACCESSIBLE

The number of cryptocurrency holders is expected to increase nearly 10 times, from the current 22 million to
200 million worldwide by 2020. Capitalization of the cryptocurrency market is currently around $400 billion.
There is enormous demand to spend that wealth by buying real world products and services for crypto.

What are the main differences between Bitcoin¹ and Bitcoin?
Both have 21 million total (maximum) supply with Bitcoin being highly regarded as a store of value. However,
historical transaction data analysis of the Bitcoin blockchain has provided indisputable proof of scaling (mass
transactions) issues, high cost of individual transactions and time delays for settlement in many instances. This
has rendered Bitcoin non-viable as an everyday, any-purpose payment solution, and it has shifted its purpose
to primarily a store of value and accordingly been more commonly referred to as “Digital Gold” rather than a
viable payment solution.

Bitcoin¹ overcomes these architecture restrictions by being sourced on the super-advanced Ethereum
Blockchain network, with super-fast transaction times and astonishingly low transactional costs. Bitcoin¹
intends to compliment Bitcoin by being an alternative, every day, global payment solution, overcoming the
transactional infrastructure limitations which prevented Bitcoin from reaching its full potential.

Bitcoin¹ will be a global mobile payment solution for buying and selling real world goods and/or services for
cryptocurrency. A major push will begin in Q3, 2018 for mass adoption by global merchants and service
providers to accept and send payments for goods and/or services using BTC1 cryptocurrency via our in-house
developed Bitcoin¹ Mobile Wallet and an income generating Bitcoin¹ Merchant Platform, and creation of a
Bitcoin¹ branded, worldwide ATM debit card.

Bitcoin¹ is a logical and exciting next business effort with the vision to advance the mass consumer experience
by delivering a worldwide platform where goods and/or services can be paid using cryptocurrency.
Convenience and investment potential in one quality product.
The future development of BTC1 includes listing on the world’s major cryptocurrency exchanges to promote a
transparent and fluid trading price.

A grass roots opportunity
Ultimately the mass adoption of Bitcoin¹ is expected to create significant demand for BTC1 and offer first
round investors a grass roots opportunity in project and token growth, as well as to be part of a savvy,
cosmopolitan global community.
6,000,000 Bitcoin¹ tokens (BTC1) are being released via a crowdsale and will allow savvy investors the
opportunity to purchase whole cryptocurrency for a fraction of the price of Bitcoin and own an exciting
cryptocurrency with real potential of project and token growth.
Visit https://bitcoin1.global for full details and how to participate in the upcoming BTC1 crowdsale.

One world. One future. One Bitcoin.

